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'Time-Lines' Are the Enemy of the 'Narrative'

Those behind the 'elite narrative' cannot abide any open discussion that would involve 
'timelines', because  timelines, analyzed correctly, are mortal enemies of 'the narrative'.

The 'narrative' is what Tony Hillerman, Navajo mystery writer, calls 'shape shifters',  
used by elites to end discussion through obfuscation, and when all else fails, 'shift' the 
discussion to something else. Once able to shift the narrative, they simply move on.
 For example, the WEF, is backing-off its 2030 agenda because of too much opposi-
tion. Same goes for our buddy Tedros over at WHO: it's tough to get the world to pass 
governance over to a WHO when Covid fear is nowhere to be found. As a result, the 
WHO, maybe even the UN, could go away—but not before making a life/death attempt 
to 'shift' each failing narrative to more fertile ground to scatter the seeds of mendacity.

'Narrative' gets shifted, using rhetoric to get us to look away from where we were fo-
cused. A process wherein they replace analysis with persuasion to have us drop long-
lingering questions. Shifting the narrative doesn't require re-igniting fears of Covid—
they 'put it behind them' without having to 'pay a price'. Later, they can pick it up again.

Now, If we somehow escape the horror of a nuclear war, and a more potent virus 
fails to appear, and half of the world's population doesn't die from mRNA 'vaccines', 
and they somehow use the war in Palestine to move the narrative away from the de-
feat of Ukraine, and the narrative that we are up against extinction because of 'climate 
change' loses steam, we then get to deal, head on, with inevitable economic collapse.

A coming economic collapse—how close are we—and what events are in play that 
will make it impossible for the 'shape shifters' to do what they do best, and have us 
look-away from  a coming, abject poverty they are responsible for—to something else?

With timelines, some are more credible and relevant than others. Rational discussion 
on the war in Ukraine needs to consider events that took place between 2014 and 24 
February 2022, when Russia invaded. The timeline that matters for Palestine/Israel 
strife is not 1000s of years, but begins when the Jews made the decision in 1947 to 
forge a homeland in Palestine. A 'vaccine' timeline? When Pharma's 78 jabs for kids, 
began relying on testing results from previous 'vaccines'—never tested. A 'climate 
change' timeline: all historical weather history data, including post Industrial Revolution.    

How close is economic armageddon? Real close, considering lunacies used to keep 
us back from the edge. 'Shape-shifter Biden', to keep the truth from us, has used all but 



17 days of the SPR (Strategic Petroleum Reserve), to shift the narrative away from 
high energy prices—while at the same time (allegedly—do I even have to say that?), 
destroyed NordStream. As a result, a once energy independent US, is now in the posi-
tion of being cut off from BRICS energy, or having Straits of Hormuz blocked.

Either of those 2 things would bring-down the global economy. And, like the respite 
we got from a 'repo-blowup' papered-over by Covid, was just that, a respite that offered 
no solution. And now, all this nonsense over easing/tightening—it's just a joke. Powell 
cannot avoid the mistake Volker made—easing rates—because Volker was dealing 
with a $1T debt, not a $34/200T debt. There is no way out of this. A nation that cannot 
pay, will not pay. Any, for any with an economic barometer—each day is a day closer. 

A timeline for events/decisions that led to the destruction of the US economy begins 
with creation of the Fed, in 1913, and with the politics that allowed that. Then forward 
to the 'Great Depression' and the lead-up to WW2, including economic policies that 
prolonged the depression, and economic motives elites had for prosecuting that war. 

Post WW2, the US made a decision to take control of global economics and politics 
rather than promote 'free trade' and respect for 'sovereignty' of nations. Those policies 
brought about a necessity to close the gold window in 1971. Abandoning the 'gold 
standard' set in motion an uncontrolled credit/debt cycle as well as uncontrolled gov-
ernment growth and control—setting a course for an inevitable US economy collapse. 

Generals Biden and Yellen tell us we are the 'god-damned' United States, with unlim-
ited power to fight on as many fronts as our nail-polished, obese army is called on to 
perform. To that end, we've offered-up 2 aircraft carriers as Persian Gulf sacrifices. 

There was $2.5T in the excess repo facility, which has now become $1.2T. Come 
March, the liquidity in the reserve repo pool will be gone. How did we spend a trillion 
dollars (maybe more), over a few months? Moot point because nobody cares. Worse 
than that, a recent poll shows another 'narrative win': Americans prefer violence against 
critics, 53% democrat—48% republican, as being preferable to constitutional remedies. 

Will the Constitution be abandoned, leaving the 'Declaration of Independence' as our 
only alternative? Rather than coming to terms with having destroyed our nation by de-
stroying the economy, Yellen/Treasury/Fed, continue their 'phony money shell games', 
using the same failed data collection—to shift the narrative—for one more 'can-kick'.  

With a plan to lock us into CBDC and eliminate alternative currencies, why is gov-
ernment getting close to making it possible to trade Bitcoin on the stock exchange? 
There is no need to search for a conspiracy theory when dealing with the same morons 
who 'cut and ran' from Afghanistan and did their damnedest to lure Russia into invad-
ing Ukraine. All the while, defunding the 'fossil fuel' industry in favor of 'sustainable en-
ergy, making a $5T investment to lower the use of fossil fuels from 82% to 81%. 

I'm old school—never bought Bitcoin—never will. But I'm not stupid—you watch: Bit-
coin is a young, small market, likely to double when listed on the stock market. Shut-
ting down Bitcoin in unlikely—more likely Bitcoin takes off an an alternative currency.

What about gold/silver? Gold is 22% of the world's savings/assets. Less than 1/2 of 
1% of US assets are in gold—with a 2 decade average of 2%. Return to average would 
quadruple the price. What happens to the price of gold/silver when the dollar plunges 
and the US is forced to admit it doesn't have gold? That's the 'gold/silver time-line', 
5000 year money, reaching long-awaited 'escape velocity'—after you acquired some?   
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